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christianity vs orthodox christianity difference and - christian follower of christ ressurection of jesus affirmed affirmed
geographical distribution and predominance as the largest religion in the world christianity has adherents are all over the
world as a of local population christians are in a majority in europe north and south america and australia and new zealand,
what is orthodoxy home orthodox christian - orthodoxy is the true undistorted unperverted by any human sophistry or
invention genuine teaching of christ in all its purity and fullness the teaching of faith and piety which is life according to the
faith orthodoxy is not only the sum total of dogmas accepted as true in a purely formal manner, what is christian
orthodoxy discovering orthodox christianity - discovering orthodox christianity is a series of talks shows and
presentations designed to introduce and explain the basic teaching of orthodox christianity, what is christian orthodoxy
introduction to orthodoxy - the greek orthodox archdiocese of america with its headquarters located in the city of new york
is an eparchy of the ecumenical patriarchate of constantinople the mission of the archdiocese is to proclaim the gospel of
christ to teach and spread the orthodox christian faith to energize cultivate and guide the life of the church in the united
states of america according to the orthodox christian faith and tradition, what is eastern orthodoxy anyway christian - it s
being much mentioned and much lauded during all the millennial celebrations but what really is this christian faith that s so
unfamiliar to most western protestants here s an introduction, what is orthodox christianity st paul antiochian - the
orthodox christian church also called the eastern orthodox greek orthodox church or simply the orthodox church is the oldest
christian church in the world founded by jesus christ and with its beginnings chronicled in the new testament
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